2 0 1 9 TO U R I NG MO TOR CYC L E S

TOURING

THERE’S A WIDE-OPEN WORLD TO EXPERIENCE OUT THERE. WE’VE BEEN BUILDING THE
MOTORCYCLES TO HELP YOU DISCOVER IT IN THE MOST EPIC WAY POSSIBLE SINCE WE
INVENTED THE FULLY DRESSED TOURING MACHINE IN THE 1960S. ENTIRE CONTINENTS; AND
ALL THE MOUNTAIN RANGES, CANYONS, GLACIERS, SMALL TOWNS, DESERTS, CITIES, ROADSIDE
ATTRACTIONS, ADVENTURES, AND STORIES THEY CONTAIN; ARE YOURS FOR THE TAKING IN
THE SADDLE OF A HARLEY-DAVIDSON® TOURING MACHINE. NO ONE BUILDS THEM BETTER.

NOW WITH 114 CUBIC INCHES (1868CC) OF
TRAFFIC-PASSING, HORIZON-CHASING POWER.
There’s big news for Touring riders this year. And by big, we’re
talking about the displacement of the 114 cubic inch (1868cc)
Milwaukee-Eight® engine that comes in the Ultra Limited,
Ultra Limited Low, Road Glide® Ultra, Road Glide® Special,
Street Glide® Special, and Road King® Special models this year.
It’s rated at 166 Nm of peak torque, depending on model.
That’s a significant increase over the Milwaukee-Eight® 107
engine. And that means quicker 0 to 100 kph acceleration,
and quicker 100 to 130 kph fifth gear roll on. In the real world,
that gives you more power to gain speed and merge with
motorway traffic, more power to pull away from traffic, and
faster overtaking. You get all that, and the pride that comes
from the most displacement in standard H-D® Touring models.

Corning® Gorilla® Glass,
used on billions of mobile
devices worldwide, is a
durable and scratch
resistant cover glass.
It includes an advanced
surface treatment
designed to minimize
reflection and give you
exceptional visibility in
bright sunlight.
The Boom!™ Box GTS has
excellent touch performance,
even in wet conditions or
with glove.
The overall screen provides
100 percent more resolution
for 4 times higher contrast
than the previous display system.

EVEN THE INFOTAINMENT SYSTEM
IS FASTER, SLEEKER AND MORE JAW-DROPPING.
Welcome to the next generation of Harley-Davidson® infotainment: the Boom!™ Box GTS. The first thing
you notice is that it has no buttons. It’s glass from edge to edge, with the sleek appearance of the latest
touchscreens, automotive and marine displays. But there’s even more beauty in the way it works.
Compared to the previous generation infotainment system, it cuts start-up time in half. Time to FM audio
is less than 6 seconds. And route calculation time is reduced from 10 seconds to 2.5 Seconds. Operation is
simple. Three key system buttons: navigation, phone and music. And there’s a new back button added to
the right-hand control. A new quick jump feature allows easy access to nav, audio and vehicle information.
Stop by your dealer for a demonstration. It’s as easy and intuitive to use as your smart phone.

User-selectable background
colours and high-contrast
viewing mode.
The entire system can be
managed by your motorcycle
hand controls. It can also be
operated by voice command.

All screens feature condensed
information that’s easy to
read and navigate.

Allows you to choose alternate
routes based on fastest, shortest,
twisty and scenic NAV features.

Apple CarPlay® compatible.*
You can get directions, make calls,
send and receive messages and
listen to music with a supported
Apple iPhone® and an active
wired or wireless headset.*

The new BOOM!™ Box GTS comes standard on the Ultra Limited,
Ultra Limited Low, Road Glide®, Road Glide® Ultra, Road Glide® Special,
Street Glide®, Street Glide® Special and Tri Glide® Ultra models.

*Your motorcycle must be equipped with an optional wired or wireless H-D® Genuine Motor Parts
and Accessories headset and an iPhone® 5 or later to enable CarPlay®.

STREET GLIDE® / The mould for the factory hot rod bagger was cut the day the Street Glide® motorcycle rolled off the line.
It’s spawned imitators, but none measure up. The look is backed up by the refined power of a Milwaukee-Eight® 107 (1745cc) engine.
It combines with a fully adjustable rear suspension, responsive front end and Reflex™ linked Brembo® brakes for an unmatched ride.
There’s also a BOOM!™ GTS infotainment. It just gets further ahead of the pack.

STREET GLIDE® SPECIAL / The 2019 Street Glide® Special model kicks the hot rod bagger style into a higher gear. It starts
with the Milwaukee-Eight® 114 (1868cc) engine that comes standard this year. When you twist the throttle, hold on tight. You also
get the all-new, big screen BOOM!™ GTS infotainment system. Then there’s the look. Talon wheels. Stretched bags. Blacked out forks,
handlebars, tank console and exhaust. Stop people in their tracks and leave them in your dust.

ROAD GLIDE® / The menacing dual Daymaker™ Reflector LED headlamps in the Road Glide® motorcycle’s shark-nose fairing are
a familiar sight on the highway. It’s the machine of choice for hard-charging riders. You get Milwaukee-Eight® 107 (1745cc) power,
easily adjustable emulsion rear suspension and responsive front suspension, and the confidence of Reflex™ linked Brembo® brakes.
Crank the tunes on the BOOM!™ GTS infotainment and lay down some serious miles of your own.

ROAD GLIDE® SPECIAL / The Road Glide® Special model gets a blacked-out Milwaukee-Eight® 114 (1868cc) engine standard
this year. Which means our darkest, most road-devouring road machine goes to an even darker, more road-hungry place. You get
the all-new big screen BOOM!™ GTS infotainment system, premium Talon wheels, stretch bags, a painted inner fairing, and plenty of
blacked-out attitude. Not to mention the ride of a modern Harley® touring machine. It’s good news for serious mile eaters.

ROAD KING® SPECIAL / If you want to know what ruling the road truly feels like, reach for the mini-apehanger bars on
the Road King® Special and send some fuel to its new Milwaukee-Eight® 114 engine. This is top-of-the-line power and a look that
will stop traffic. Blacked out, stripped down, rolling on turbine wheels. There are stretched bags and a black police-style headlight
nacelle with a black trim ring. There’s a dark side to our heritage. You’re looking at the king of it.

ROAD KING® CLASSIC / The Road King® Classic model is where stripped down, nostalgic style meets the performance and
versatility of a modern Harley-Davidson® touring machine. The Hiawatha headlamp and nacelle were born in the 1960s, when chrome
ruled the streets. But the power of the Milwaukee-Eight® 107 (1745cc) engine brings it all into the here and now in a hurry. And the
Showa® Dual Bending Valve front suspension and rear emulsion suspension put you in control for a plush ride. This is timeless style
built for today.

ROAD KING® / The style of the Road King® motorcycle speaks of decades of love for the open road. Underneath, you have
machine from right now. The Hiawatha headlamp and nacelle were born in the ‘60s, but the power of the Milwaukee-Eight® 107
(1745cc) engine brings it all into right now, fast. The Showa® dual-bending valve front suspension and rear emulsion suspension
put you in control for a plush ride. And you get cast Impeller wheels and one-touch bags. It’s a modern classic.

ULTRA LIMITED / From its new Twin-Cooled

™
Milwaukee-Eight® 114 (1868cc) V-Twin engine right down to its heated hand
grips, the Ultra Limited has it all. Batwing fairing and splitstream air vent for optimal air flow and reduced head buffeting.
All new BOOM!™ GTS infotainment system. Electronic cruise control, Reflex™ linked Brembo® brakes with ABS, responsive front
and rear suspension, a Tour-Pak® carrier with room for two full-face helmets. And plenty more. Yes, you can have it all.

ULTRA LIMITED LOW / You don’t have to be big in stature to ride a machine that’s big on touring features. The Ultra
Limited Low model offers a lowered front and rear suspension, giving it the lowest seat height in H-D® touring, just 675mm
off the ground. There’s also an extended-reach side stand and smaller diameter grips. It’s all within your reach.

ROAD GLIDE® ULTRA / The Road Glide® Ultra is the choice of the highest-mileage riders in the Harley-Davidson® family.
For good reason. You get a frame-mounted shark-nose fairing, 13.5-inch windscreen and dual Daymaker™ Reflector LED headlamp.
And the power of a Twin-Cooled™ Milwaukee-Eight® 114 (1868cc) V-Twin engine. Add the responsive frame and suspension, Reflex™
linked Brembo® brakes, roomy Tour-Pak® carrier, all-new BOOM!™ Box GTS infotainment and all the rest. It’s ready for all road warriors.

A L L- N E W T H I S Y E A R

FREEWHEELER® / All-new enhancements meet stripped-down custom style. You get the confidence of three wheels with all-new
cornering enhanced Reflex™ linked brakes with ABS and traction control. Classic styling details, like bobtail fenders, slash cut pipes,
12-inch mini apes and Enforcer aluminium wheels. There’s enough cargo space to hold two full-face helmets plus your extra gear.
Power is plentiful, thanks to a Milwaukee-Eight® 114 (1868cc) V-Twin engine. Dual bending valve 49mm front forks and easily adjustable
rear suspension make the ride smooth.

A L L- N E W T H I S Y E A R

TRI GLIDE® ULTRA / The open road gets better than ever on the Tri Glide® Ultra this year. Because now you’ve got the
confidence that comes from all-new traction control. It sends power where you need it to help maintain control. You also get
Milwaukee-Eight® 114 (1868cc) engine power, Reflex™ linked brakes with ABS, an all-new 4-speaker BOOM!™ GTS infotainment
system, electronic cruise control and 6.8 cubic feet of storage space. So you can pack enough to go for a good, long time.

WELCOME TO TOP OF THE LINE .
CVO™ STANDS FOR CUSTOM VEHICLE OPERATIONS. THIS IS WHERE WE PULL OUT ALL THE STOPS.
JAW-DROPPING PAINT OPTIONS, SHOWSTOPPING WHEELS, AND ALL THE TOP-OF-THE-LINE
CUSTOM DETAIL POWERED BY THE 117 CUBIC INCH MILWAUKEE-EIGHT® V-TWIN. AVAILABLE IN
LIMITED NUMBERS FOR THE RIDERS WHO INSIST ON HAVING THE BEST OF EVERYTHING.
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We care about you. When riding your Harley-Davidson® motorcycle, be sure to ride safely, respectfully
and within the limits of the law and your abilities. Always wear an approved helmet, proper eyewear and
protective clothing, and insist your passenger does too. Never ride while under the influence of alcohol or
drugs. Know your Harley® motorcycle and read and understand your owner’s manual from cover to cover.
All information in this brochure may be subject to change after the date of printing. Harley-Davidson,
H-D, Harley, the Bar & Shield Logo, Harley Owners Group and H.O.G. are among the trademarks of H-D
U.S.A., LLC. Other trademarks are the property of their respective owners. Harley-Davidson Financial
Services is a trading style of Harley-Davidson Financial Services Europe Limited, a company authorised
and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority. Registered in England and Wales with registered
number 04392735. Registered office: 115 Colmore Row, Birmingham, West Midlands B3 3AL. © 2019 H-D.
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